
VELUX residential skylights

And now there's even more ways to save with our  
NEW Energy Performance Model skylight

++

No Leak 
Warranty

For complete information visit 
thenoleakskylight.com

VELUX flashing  
required

Three great reasons to replace existing 
skylights when you replace a roof

Four

30% Federal Tax Credit average $43000  
savings on product  and installation*

1. Save Money 2. Coinciding Warranty

4. Federal Tax Credit

3. Improved Energy Efficiency

VELUX “No Leak” skylights offer Clean, 
Quiet & Safe glass (advanced Low-E3 
coating) that provides more daylight and 
better heat control than any other glass 
previously offered.

VELUX is the only skylight company to 
implement three layers of protection in our 
design, which allows us to offer an industry 
first, comprehensive “No Leak” warranty 
that covers the skylight and its installation 
against leaks for 10 years.

The most convenient and affordable time  
to replace a skylight is during re-roofing  
of your house.



30% Federal 
Tax Credit
Receive an average of 

$430 on product and 

installation with federal 

tax credit eligibility.

For more information  
visit: veluxusa.com/taxcredits*

Blinds automatically close 
during the daytime in 
warm summer months to 
maximize energy efficiency 
and reduce cooling costs.

WINTER SUMMER
Blinds automatically 
close at night during 
winter months to 
maximize energy 
efficiency and reduce 
heating costs.

Seasonal automation reduces energy dependency and maximizes 
efficiency by allowing the homeowner to control blind positioning 
or the system to automatically optimize energy performance 
based on outside conditions.

NEW

IN THE BOX: 

Skylight 

Triple LoE, dual-sealed, argon-gas-filled glass.  

Meets ENERGY STAR® requirements in all climate zones.

Factory-installed solar blind
Solar-powered, double-pleated, blackout blind.  

Boosts energy performance by another 40 percent.

Intelligent touch remote control 
Simple set-up for seasonal automation optimizes  

energy efficiency.

Energy performance 
and tax savings all in 
one box ++

Easy programmable remote control for winter and summer modes. 
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